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Tapes give weight estimates based on heart girth
of animal.  All Coburn Weigh Tapes are printed

on double-thick Tyvek® which is durable,
stretch-resistant and will not

rip, rot, or mildew.

Animal
Weigh
Tapes

 Hog Tape estimates weights of hogs from 125 to 260 lbs.  Accurate for many 
breeds because it estimates weight using both body length and heart girth.  Tape 
is 60 inches long. 
22511  Hog Tape, Inches/English bagged with header card.

 Veal Weigh Tape is handy for checking veal calves for 
proper time to market.  For weights from 65 lbs. to 458 lbs.
44553  Veal Tape, Inches/English bagged with header card.

 Holstein Dairy Calf Weigh Tape is for Holsteins from 
newborn to approximately 12 weeks or 282 lbs./126 kgs.  
Dual scale tape includes tips for proper calf raising and 
feeding.  54”/137 cms in length.
44556 Dual Scale Calf Tape, English, bagged with header 
card.
44556S Dual Scale Calf Tape, Spanish, bagged with header 
card.

 Weight-By-Breed Dairy Tape has three separate scales for Holsteins, 
Guernseys and  Jerseys.  It’s easy to compare average weights at 3 months 
and 6 months of age.  Determine the lightest recommended breeding weights 
and the average first calving weights.  For weights from 57 to 1975 lbs.  Tape 
is 108” long, doubled and sewn.
44552   Dairy Tape,  Inches/English bagged with header card.
44552M  Dairy Tape, Metric/Bilingual, Spanish & English, bagged with 
header card.

 Holstein Weigh Tape employs the latest data available based on research done at Pennsylvania 
State University on today’s taller and leaner Holstein heifers.  Tape has inches/pounds on one side 
and kilograms/centimeters on the other so the tape can be used as a handy metric converter as well. 
                                            Printed in both English and Spanish, many helpful livestock tips are 
                                            included along the length of the tape.  Reads weights from 77 lbs./34 kgs
                                            to 2125 lbs./985 kgs.
                                            44555 Holstein Dairy Cow Weigh Tape, Inches/English reversing to 
                                            Metric/Spanish bagged with header card.
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Exclusive Coburn Livestock Tapes may be 
customized with your logo and  company info.  
Minimum quantity, 500. 

Custom Tapes Available

 Trophy Deer Weight Estimation Tape estimates live weight, dressed 
weight and amount of edible meat of your deer kill.  Also useful for measuring 
antler spread.  For live weights to 380 lbs.
88602  Trophy Tape, Inches/English bagged with header card.

 Dairy Goat Height Weight Tape is 54 in./137 cms. long 
and weighs up to 195 lbs./ 88 kgs.  Dual scale on one tape.
44558   Dairy Goat Tape, English, inches and metric scale, 
bagged with header.

 Horse & Pony Height Weight Tape accurately estimates 
weight of ponies and horses from 80 to 1321 lbs. (all but the 
largest breeds), tells height in hands and serves as a quick, 
efficient daily conditioning guide.  80” long.
33571  Horse Tape. Inches/English bagged with header card.
33572   Dual Scale Horse Tape, lbs./English and   
kgs./Spanish, bagged with header.

 Metric Beef Stock Weigh Tape accurately estimates weight of feeder 
and beef breeding cattle.  One side shows by grade and the other by body 
condition. For weights from 44 to 800 kgs. 108 in./274 cms long.
44551MS  Beef Tape,  Metric/Spanish, bagged with header card.

 Improved Beef Stock Tape estimates beef cattle weights according to body 
condition — thin to very fleshy.  One side gives the scale in inches and pounds 
and the opposite side has the same scale in centimeters and kilograms.  Tape 
includes instructions and helpful tips.  For weights up to 1600 lbs./734 kgs.  
Tape is 108 in./274 cms long.
44551  New Improved Beef Tape, English/Dual Scale, Inches & Metric, bagged 
with header card.
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